Money". We all thought she was using free as an adjective. We were all wrong. She was using it as a verb.
Free @rt SCh001 as an adjective
Free @rt SCh001 (F@S) is an intentionally nebulous collection of artists and troublemakers who are interested in washing the squares right out of their hair. Its members, or missionaries, are interested in creating whimsy, fun and cultural animation to the highest power--even if this involves a little soapbox preachin' from time to time.
Embracing hypocrisy and laughing in the face of up-tightness, The Missionaries work to highlight the joy of learning and making artwork and hopefully inspire others to do the same.
Oftentimes missionaries are known for trying to force-feed people a new religion, for kidnapping children from developing countries and for being a general nuisance to society. However immodest the name, The Missionaries to Free @rt SCh001 don't attempt such feats. Instead, we work to share knowledge and offerings of free art and fun with whoever may be interested. We work with children of all ages, adults, people who pretend to be adults, robots, artists and fakers of all sorts. Figure 2 . Missionaries to F@S on parade at Open Lot Gallery in Nashville, TN. The small robot near the sacred offerings is a recent convert we met earlier that day. Here the F@S mission of meeting and engaging new people was met.
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The Missionaries to Free @rt SCh001 are inspired by the historical precedents of the Situationist International group, have an obvious reverence for Dada and a penchant for hyperbole. We are interested in taking the artifice out of art. If only for a few minutes of each event we hold, we'd like people to be in the moment--to experience something that briefly resists categorization. Our goal is to de-academicize the work we are making, to learn to love to make art again, to play, to breath without suffocating on our fears of the future, our careers, or lack thereof. Together we work to unlearn the dictates of academe that have soured our art making practices and our very souls. Customers select what type of letter they would like the service to write and to whom it will be mailed.
Missionaries pursue their work because of a deeply felt calling. While the F@S collective is inclusive to all those interested in participating, it is important to note that credit is due to John Engelbrecht (aka Thee Strawman) and Eric Asboe, both of A Literal Letter Service 2 , for obtaining funds to allow F@S to function. Here hypocrisy and contradictions abound. How can F@S be free if it needs grants to operate?! We wonder the same thing and spit in the eye of anyone who dwells too long on this polemical detail.
Here F@S functions like any non-profit organization--while it needs capital to function, it isn't designed to make money. F@S is not a capitalist endeavor. We work to make art and whimsy with our bare hands, endorsing a d.i.y. aesthetic and an Arte Povera politic 3 .
Currently this collective roosts at Public Space One, "a not-for-profit, volunteer-run art, culture and performance venue in downtown Iowa City 4 ;" which is run by Engelbrecht and Asboe. Each member of F@S makes work related to and part of F@S as well as work that is entirely unrelated. Free @rt SCh001 as a Verb
The Missionaries find intrinsic value in making things. With no concern for exchange value, we find collective production fun and soul sustaining. Our events, which are participatory by nature, seek to nourish their participants socially and artistically.
The impulse to make art for pleasure's sake is shared with and inspired by countless local, national, and international artist collectives and d.i.y. cultural movements throughout history. The drive to create this type of work is clearly informed by the current world economic crisis and the fears we have as artists looking into the future. We are a band of proud escapists. Many of The Missionaries dream of growing stone cold robot hearts or launching into orbit on a space ship headed for the sun.
After conforming to the graduate school convention of "creating for critique" and thus losing autonomy and, in many cases, the drive to make work; The Missionaries to Free @rt SCh001 endorse dropping out of these rigid paradigms and academic mimicry in favor of making the art one needs to make without worrying about how it fits in with one's body of work or what it means politically.
Art school made the Faux Shaker question why art matters (in much more than a rhetorical way), and led her to want to pursue a career in diplomacy or as a nutritionist.
Her creative inspiration is barren and confidence shot. She commented, "If I manage to stay out of the mental hospital for the duration of the semester and actually graduate, I will happily surrender the label 'artist.'" It's reactions such as these that make F@S question the current state of graduate education in art. But rather than dwell on the negative, F@S prefers to move forward. Together The Missionaries to Free @rt SCh001 hope to spread and sustain the spirit that
